
The Highland Stone® retaining wall systems combine strength with 

artistic beauty. Crafted with a beautiful rough-hewn appearance, 

these systems create inviting outdoor spaces. Use of Highland Stone 

units creates stunning retaining and freestanding walls.

Highland Stone®  Multipiece
Retaining and Freestanding Wall System



Approximate Dimensions (HxLxD)**

Small Block
6" x 6" x 9"

Medium Block
6" x 12" x 9"

Large Block
6" x 18" x 9"

Cap 
Front: 3” x 18” x 13” 
Back: 3” x 12” x 13”

Corner/Column 
6" x 18" x 9"

Step 
6" x 16" x 12"

Highland Stone®  Multipiece
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Benefits of Highland Stone® Multipiece: 
 | Available in three face lengths

 | Can be used for straight or curved walls

 | Freestanding walls can be built up to 3 feet high, 
including buried course, but excluding the cap

 | Gravity walls can be built up to 4 feet, 6 inches high, 
including buried course, but excluding the cap

 | Taller walls can be built using geosynthetic reinforcement or the Anchorplex™ 
retaining wall system when designed by a qualified engineer

 | Rear-lip block makes installation fast and accurate

  

Benefits by the numbers: 
Freestanding Walls

 | Minimum outside radius, measured on the top course 
to the front of the units: 3 feet, 9 inches*

 | Minimum inside radius, measured on the base course 
to the front of the units: 3 feet, 9 inches*

 | Maximum straight-wall length between design elements: 10 feet

Retaining Walls

 | Setback/System batter: 1⅛/10.6º

 | Minimum outside radius, measured on the top 
course to the front of the units: 4 feet

 | Minimum inside radius, measured on the base 
course to the front of the units: 8 feet
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For more info visit: www.belgardcommercial.com

Wall Innovations By

**Product dimensions are height by face length by depth. 
Actual dimensions may vary from these approximate 
values due to variations in manufacturing processes. 
Contact your Belgard representative for details.

Freestanding    |    Retaining

*Based on installation pattern: large, medium and small units


